Theshort content of the 7thopera: “Tsar Nicolaus II. – Stalin”
Inthe beginning of the story are our protagonists visited by the highlyevolved extraterrestrials in the
house by the sea again, and they aretold that the Earth is endangered again by another “falling”entity, a
homo spiritus angelus who brings the darkness and evil.Under the influence of the sins of enviousness
and pride now fallenout but previously the spiritual energetic beings at the top of theevolution scale
exist recently behind the border line of the universeand multi-universe, behind the horizon where
the physicallaws don´t exist and there´s only chaos left. From this differentdimension they want to
break through to the universe and displace allthe laws and light out of there. For this purpose they want
to getthe support of the civilizations at the lower level like human beingsare. On the planet Earth they
have had for a thousand of years anaccomplice set. He uses for his purpose, and that´s the getting ofthe
human accomplices, the host bodies of the human beings, or he ishiding in some object. He set himself
free in the beginning of the20thcentury, and he started to spread through the host bodies. He waitedfor
the beginning of the electrified networks and technologies, andin the second half of the 20thcentury he
started to spread through them and besides he kills thehost bodies or forces them to do various
atrocities. He also could behiding in several host bodies at the same time. He forces the hostbodies to
atrocities and murders, and this way he gets the energy forhimself and prepares Earth for the age of the
absolute darkness atthe same time. Last time he was seen in the times of Nicolaus thesecond.
Peterand Eve need to return there but just as the observers. We seeKremlin in the years of the first
World War. In the empty corridorsthere are tsar´s daughters running around in the early puberty
age.They are running towards still emptier corridors and meanwhile kindof a dark erotic excitement
grows stronger in them, when they arrivein the dark and abandoned hall where the old big clocks stand.
Whilethey were approaching the clocks in the dark hall they started tofeel unbearable sexual urge, and
when the clocks started to “sing”they started crawling and masturbating from behind. Behind
thewardrobe there is a hidden man peeping on them with an evil sensualgrin – Rasputin: “Just carry on
girls, soon I will fuck you all.”
Lateron the tsars´ daughters are going to peep through the keyhole to seewhat Rasputin does in the
kitchen with maids. They see that Rasputinis having a group sex with all of the young maids and
everythinglooks awful, but the tsars´ girls are so horny that they would loveto join the maids.
Meanwhile also the tsar Nicolaus II. found outthat everything is not alright with Rasputin. Our
observers, Eve andPeter found out that in the clocks an old stone was hidden, andperhaps in that stone a
ghost of the fallen and evil entity wastrapped. They think that now he is in Rasputin´s body and
heinfluences him and all the others around, mainly the tsars´daughters. Meanwhile the Tsars´ officers
together with an undercoveragent from the Great Britain killed Rasputin, who while was under
theinfluence of an evil ghost wasn´t easy to kill. In between the evilspirit moves to the host body of a
young officer who has later onbecome an assistant of Joseph Dzugasvili, i.e. future Stalin. Theevil
spirit whispers to Stalin that he will create the most advancedsociety but he can´t stop no matter what.
Stalin believes in thatand he is being still worse and crueller dictator, and meanwhile hereassures
himself that just he himself is the chosen one toaccomplish the ideals of the socialism and communism.
Theevil spirit during the visit of Ribentrop via Molotov Skrjabin movesinto Ribentrop and later on into

Hitler. To get the energy he forcesHitler to make an absolute solution, and that is the holocaust.Later,
via double agent he gets into the body of Howeray and throughhim to another people, who are the
leaders of the internationalbanks, corporations and governments. Gradually he spreads around theworld
and mainly into the bodies of the important leaders of theinternational financial institutions and
corporations as well as intothe wealthiest people from Wall Street like Swordsmann or Koch. These
leaders are secretly meeting with a purpose to stop anyinclination to better social systems, actually the
other way round,to support all the evil, antisocial and extremely egoistic worldwidesocial systems and
the decadence of mankind. They want to stop thespreading of any alternative, free or cheap energies
andtechnologies, and they support the negative attitude everywhere aswell as backwardness, decadence
of the mankind and evil. They leadthe human civilization to the spiritual decline, to the spiritual
andphysical genocide. The extraterrestrial entities return Peter andEve to the present. They also tell
them that they need to find outthe origin of the stone which was hidden in the clocks, so they willhave
to travel further back in time.

